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Trustworthiness before trust

– Onora O’Neill
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• US elections neither tamper evident nor resilient

• Every computerized system can have software bugs and be hacked.

• Any process that involves people eventually will make mistakes.

• To provide evidence that reported winners really won, must be able to check
whether reported winners really won without trusting software/computers, despite
any human error.
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Security properties of paper

• tangible/accountable

• tamper-evident

• to change many votes requires physical access & accomplices
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How paper is marked, curated, & audited are crucial

• A paper trail created using untrustworthy technology is (almost) worthless

• Hand-marked paper ballots are a record of what the voter did

• Machine-marked paper ballots are a record of what the machine did

• A paper trail that is not kept (demonstrably) secure is worthless

• A paper trail that is never examined might as well not exist
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Did the reported winner really win?

• Procedure-based vs. evidence-based elections

• sterile scalpel v. patient’s condition
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Evidence = auditability + auditing
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Risk-Limiting Audits (Stark, 2008)

Any procedure with known maximum chance of not correcting the reported
outcome if the reported outcome is wrong (& never alters correct outcomes).

Risk limit: largest chance procedure won’t correct reported outcome, if reported
outcome is wrong.

Wrong means accurate handcount of trustworthy paper would find different winner(s).

Establishing whether paper trail is trustworthy involves other processes, generically,
compliance audits, solid canvass procedures
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Risk-Limiting Audits

• Endorsed by NASEM, PCEA, ASA, LWV, CC, VV, . . .

• ~60 pilot audits in AK, CA, CO, GA, IN, KS, MI, MT, NJ, OH, OR, PA, RI, WA,
WY, VA, DK.

• Routine in CO since 2017. Statewide audits in AK, KS, WY in 2020; “almost”
statewide in PA in 2021.

• Laws in CA, CO, RI, VA, WA

• Methods for all social choice functions used in US elections
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Core idea:

Seek affirmative evidence that the reported winner(s) really won.
Keep examining more ballots until there is strong evidence that a full hand
count would find the same winners–or until there has been a full hand count.

• If the paper trail is not trustworthy, no procedure can guarantee any chance of
catching and correcting wrong results.

• Many ways to implement RLAs. All require human eyes on (trustworthy) physical
paper.

• Flexibility: accommodate different equipment, canvass procedures, paper
organization, social choice functions
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Main strategies

• ballot polling

• batch-level comparison

• ballot-level comparison

• hyb
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Principles for legislation

• require compliance audits, ballot accounting, pollbook reconciliation, custody &
eligibility checks

• require ballot manifests constructed w/o reliance on the voting system

• audit before certification; audit must be able to correct the results (by full count)

• if not every contest is subject to RLA, specify how to choose contests to audit

• specify risk limits

• collect audit data on all contests; report “measured risk”

• legislate principles, not methods

• public participation in generating randomness (e.g., die rolling)

• public gets enough info to verify audit didn’t stop before it should 14



Evidence-Based Elections: 4 C’s

• Voters CREATE complete, durable, verified audit trail.

• LEO CARES FOR the audit trail adequately to ensure it remains complete and
accurate.

• Compliance audits CHECK that paper trail is trustworthy

• Risk-limiting audits CHECK or CORRECT reported results
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